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world as great scholars, stand absolutely upon the Word of God. And

so during those years that I was a student there the effort was on to try to destroy

the witness of Princeton Seminary, and in 1929 the actin was gotten through the

of Princeton,
)(General Assembly to combine the Board of Director and Board of Trustees the

Modernists having already secured the majority of the Beei Trustees By making

the combination they secured the majority of the votes and changed the whole face

of Princeton Seminary, and it was out bf that situation that Faith )(Seminary has...
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...tried to follow up this position. On e unfortunate thing about the old

Princeton Seminary is that with this marvelous stand for the Word of God, and

with its great emphasis on scholarship, there went too little interest in the (1 1/4)

as individuals, and in the province of training the to be the most

effective possible Workers of Christ. I remember hearing it said, when I was

at Princeton Seminary, there was a good deal of (1 1/4) by one of the

professors. Some professors had, some students had (1 1/2)

before coming to a professor and he would check km for something and said Professor

so-and-so says to do this, there won't be any students coming, The Professor looked

at him and said, Young man, Princeton Seminary will go on just the same whet&t

there are students or not. Well I think it's proven that the ones that are loyal to

our Lord, and not let the attitude of men change it one way or the other, but on the

other hand, a teaching institutibn exists in order to teach and it is necessary not

so much to have the students, but to get it into the minds of these to whom we give

it. And in the old Princeton the iphasis was on scholarship, on studies, on the

truth, but very little on the student. As a matter of fact, t one student in my

class boasted when he graduated that he didn't think a single professor there knew

him by name. He seemed to think that was something to boast of. Personally, I

think he woul d have derived a good deal more of value from his course if he had
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